Long-distance radical cation migration in duplex DNA: the effect of contiguous A.A and T.T mismatches on efficiency and mechanism.
A series of DNA oligomers was prepared. Each oligomer contained an anthraquinone group (AQ, sensitizer) covalently linked at a 5'-end and two GG steps that surrounded a variable region. The variable region was composed of A.T base pairs or A.A or T.T mismatches. Irradiation of the AQ injected a radical cation (hole) into the DNA that migrated through the duplex, being trapped by reaction with H2O of O2 at the GG steps. The effect of substituting A.A or T.T mismatches for Watson-Crick base pairs was examined. For A.A mispairs, charge transfer through the mismatch region was as efficient as through normal DNA. For the T.T mismatches, radical cation transport was strongly distance-dependent. These findings suggest that A.A mismatches form a zipper-like motif, and charge transport proceeds by a hopping mechanism. In contrast, charge transport through the T.T mismatches (where there are no purines) may proceed by quantum mechanical tunneling.